ISS Uniform
It is expected that students dress appropriately for school.
For Primary
The school uniform is a blue school polo shirt. Navy school shorts or skorts or skirts. The
minimum skirt length is three fingers above the knee.
Footwear, which should be smart and safe, should as much as possible reflect the colours of
the uniform. Flip flops are not acceptable.
PE clothes should be made up of sports shorts, T-shirts and sports shoes.
Girls should wear one piece swimwear for swimming classes and swimming events.
Students are expected to have clean and well-presented hairstyle.
Safety protocol should always be respected for PE lessons, Drama and Lab work.
The following Jewelry is acceptable




One bracelet for religious reasons only
One chain or necklace worn inside the shirt for religious reasons only
one pair of studs or small earrings

For years 7-11
The school uniform is a blue school polo shirt. Navy school shorts or skorts or skirts. The
minimum skirt length is three fingers above the knee.
Footwear, which should be smart and safe, should as much as possible reflect the colours of
the uniform. Flip flops are not acceptable.
PE clothes should be made up of sports shorts, T-shirts and sports shoes.
Girls should wear one piece swimwear for swimming classes and swimming events.
Students are expected to have clean and well-presented hairstyle.
Safety protocol should always be respected for PE lessons, Drama and Lab work.
Boys should be clean shaven or have clean and neat facial hair.
Neither make-up nor nail polish is allowed.

The following Jewelry is acceptable





One bracelet
One chain or necklace worn inside the shirt
One safe ring
one pair of studs or small earrings (max 5mm)

For the Sixth Form (years 12 and 13):Trousers or shorts that are tailored to the knee. No board shorts.
T-shirts to have no offensive writing on them and should reach the skirt/shorts/trousers.
Shoulders are to be covered.
Skirts should be a reasonable length just short of the knee.
Most jewellery is considered acceptable; however, students may be required to remove
items if an excessive amount of jewellery is worn. Subtle make up and nail polish is
acceptable
Students should have no tattoos or visible piercings except earrings.
No non-natural hair colours or extremes of fashion.
Shoes should have a strap over the ankle.
Because of the constant changes of fashion that take place, it has to remain the right of
senior members of staff and the Head of Sixth Form to determine that a particular item of
dress is not appropriate for school. Students who turn up to school inappropriately dressed
will be asked to go home and change.

Mufti Days
On occasions such as mufti day, all students are allowed to dress informally. On such
occasions, the following should NOT be worn:
See-through and suggestive clothing (spaghetti straps, muscle shirts, low riding, baggy
pants, bare midriffs, visible underwear, short skirts, short tight shorts); Clothes and
accessories with inappropriate connotations (vulgar language, pictures of alcohol, drugs,
vulgarity)

